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ABSTRACT

A growing number of satellites and space debris orbit the Earth. This increasing population represents both a danger to
space operations and a disruption for astronomical observations by adding unwanted signal on top of the astrophysical
data. It is therefore critical to monitor and quantify the population of satellites and space debris to understand and
prevent the consequences of their increasing number.

A way to identify satellites and space debris in the visible band is to look at the characteristic streaks of light they
leave in astronomical images taken from ground-based telescopes and compare them to existing satellite catalogs. This
allows for the assembly of a comprehensive overview of the global satellite and space debris population, as well as
for the identification of unlisted resident space objects. Orbital data, as well as satellite and space debris ephemerides,
can also be corrected and their accuracy improved when compared with the actual measurements collected. The first
step in this direction is to detect the traces left by satellites and space debris on astronomical images and the work
presented here evaluates two detection methods.

The first method uses in particular the Hough transform algorithm for the detection of streaks in raw astrophysical
images. The input images – raw unstacked astronomical images – are first cleaned of elements that could hinder
the detection of satellites and space debris using Gabor filters, a top-hat transform and various thresholding carefully
optimized to prevent unwanted detection with the Hough transform while ensuring a minimum of information loss.
The elements that need to be removed from the images are bad columns, persistence effects and saturated bands among
others, as well as very bright stars that can interfere with the detections. A Canny filtering algorithm is then applied
on the images to detect the edges of the streaks left by the satellites and space debris crossing the field of view and a
Hough transform algorithm finally differentiates the traces of the other elements of the image.

The second detection method evaluated is based on the adaptation of a machine learning algorithm initially proposed
by Lin et al. for line detection in an urban environment. It is composed of a neural network of the LCNN type
(Lookup based Convolutional Neural Network) enhanced with a trainable Hough transform prior block. The ability
of the algorithm to correctly detect satellite tracks and space debris in astronomical images is evaluated after different
training phases and the algorithm is finally applied, as for the detection method using the Hough transform, on a subset
of images obtained with the 2.5m VLT Survey Telescope (VST).

The benefits and drawbacks of both methods are presented and discussed and ultimately, using the most accurate and
complete method for streak detection and thanks to the sensitivity of VST and its comprehensive archive, we expect to
detect more satellites and space debris than predicted by existing catalogs. Our goal is to give a quantitative overview
of the impact of light streaks of satellites and space debris on astronomical images as a function of time, thus providing
statistical monitoring of the global satellites and space debris situation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

“Space debris are all man made objects including fragments and elements thereof, in Earth orbit or re-entering the
atmosphere, that are non functional”

More than 130 million space objects would correspond to the above definition given by the Inter-Agency Space Debris
Coordination Committee (IADC) [1], among which 1’000’000 have a size between 1 cm and 10 cm, 36’000 have a
size greater than 10 cm and 32’000 are tracked by space surveillance systems on a daily basis [2].

Space debris, because of their presence in the orbits of functional satellites, represent a significant risk to the safety and
survival of the latter. Indeed, due to the high velocities involved, even debris of a few millimeters in size can seriously
damage the vital systems of a satellite, while debris larger than one centimeter will mostly lead to its destruction [3]
[4].

Old satellites that are no longer functional, rocket bodies that remain in orbit after launches, particles produced during
solid combustion in rocket engines [5], and operational debris such as objects lost by astronauts or parts of satellites
that detach from the main body during routine operations are all direct sources of space debris creation in the near
space environment. In addition, ASAT tests (anti-satellite missions designed to deliberately destroy a space object
in orbit) conducted by China, the United States, India and Russia [6], and spontaneous fragmentations or collisions
between space objects [7], whether operational or not, also contribute significantly to the increase of the space debris
population [4] [8] [9]. Depending on their altitude, the debris remain in orbit for several months, years, centuries
or even thousands of years for the most distant ones, implying a disproportionate accumulation of waste material
having an impact well after the launch of the payload and the end of its operational life. This raises questions of
great importance for the sustainability of our space operations, especially since we are now at a turning point of the
space era with a multitude of new national as well as private actors [10] [11], an example being the gigantic satellite
constellations that are currently being put in place and, inevitably, will contribute to the creation of new debris [12]
[13].

Beyond the operational risks posed by space debris, they also impact astronomical research by leaving characteristic
light traces on telescope images that diminish their quality [14], and as the number of debris continues to grow along
with the increasing number of new satellites launched, they even seem to impact nighttime luminosity around the
globe [15]. It is therefore essential to know precisely the state of our space environment to be able to predict collisions,
mitigate the harmful effects of debris, or plan de-orbiting missions. The knowledge of the state of space debris as a
function of time is also a necessity for the understanding of the evolution of this population [16]. The formulation of
laws and recommendations to minimize their creation and avoid a generalized uncontrollable situation [17] also relies
on an accurate knowledge of the global state of the population.

Space debris are studied using radar and optical observations for the largest ones [3] and statistical models for the
smallest ones [18] [19]. Several teams carry out regular sky surveys in order to correct, complete or modify the
orbital data of known objects as well as to continuously complete the existing databases with the information of
newly discovered debris [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25]. Existing catalogs include the Discos database by ESA [26],
Space-Track, the database of the US space surveillance network [27], Astriagraph by the University of Texas at Austin
[28], MMT by the University of Kahzan [29], JSC Vimpel by JSC Vimpel Interstate Corporation in Russia [30] and
Celestrack by Dr. T.S. Kelso [31].

Given the need for accurate and precise databases for all SSA activities, this research aims to close the gap between
the reality of the space environment and our knowledge of it. The first objective and the one presented here is the
detection of space objects, whether they are operating satellites or space debris.

Astronomical research, by its nature and its associated needs, generates huge collections of images of the sky and
although the search for space debris is sometimes associated with it, observations of objects of astronomical interest
such as galaxies, supernovae and others and observations of debris are often carried out during separate observing
sessions dedicated to one or the other domain. However, by having a quick look at the images taken by astrophysicists,
it is easy to notice that they are studded with traces of light mainly due to satellites and space debris. These traces
are usually simply removed from the raw data without further consideration, and it is in order to use this wealth
of information that the present research uses data from wide-field ground-based telescopes whose primary use is
astronomical research not dedicated to space debris observation. In this way, it is also possible to take advantage of
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the large archives of astrophysical research, allowing in addition to detect and characterize satellites and space debris
individually, to draw the evolution of these populations in a global and systematic way.

1.1 Related work

The research work presented in the next chapters is based on studies done by several teams for the detection of traces
on astronomical images. The StreakDet framework uses a combination of segmentation and classification, for the
detection and identification of traces respectively [32], [33] uses similar methods for real time detection of satellites,
other works utilize the well known and widely used Hough or Radon transforms [34] [35] [36] and finally some teams
are exploring the use of machine learning for the retrieval of satellite and space debris data from images [37] [38].

2. METHODOLOGY

As previously discussed, the development of the pipeline is initially focused on the detection of light traces in astro-
nomical images and it was decided to focus on two types of methods to compare them and determine their respective
effectiveness. Morphological analysis methods on the one hand, which have been used for several decades for the de-
tection of patterns and which have proven their effectiveness and machine learning methods on the other hand, which,
although more recent, have allowed great advances in the field of object or pattern recognition in images.

2.1 Hough transform method

The developed algorithm is based on the Hough transform algorithm which allows, by transforming the Cartesian
space into a polar coordinate space, to facilitate the detection of shapes in the images, especially straight lines such
as of interest here. The images given as input are in raw format without any pre-processing and the first step is to
remove bad columns and other defects that could influence the detection negatively. The defects are due to saturated
or dead pixels and to the persistence effect, and are removed from the image by masking using different thresholds,
Gabor filters and a top-hat transform for the differentiation of the saturated columns from the satellite tracks. Once the
major image defects are removed, a Canny filter is applied to detect the contours of the features present, and the result
is then passed through the Hough transform for the differentiation of straight lines from other shapes, for example
those of stars, galaxies, or other image defects that could not be removed earlier. Finally, the detected lines that may
correspond to satellite or space debris tracks are analyzed by comparing the orientations and choosing the line with the
highest sum of pixel intensity in the given direction, thus corresponding to the sum of pixel intensity along the original
track. A diagram showing the high level functioning of the algorithm can be seen in Fig.1.

The different thresholds and filters have been carefully optimized to obtain the best results for astronomical images
while remaining functional for all types of image sources, the long-term intention being to use the algorithm on images
from multiple telescopes.

2.2 Machine learning method

The machine learning algorithm used in this work is a convolutional neural network with a trainable Hough transform
prior block called HT-LCNN (Hough Transform Lookup based Convolutional Neural Network) developed by Lin et
al. [39]. The structure of the neural network is such that the Hough transform block allows the learning of the global
features of the image, i.e. the location of the lines to be detected, while the convolutional layers focus on the learning
of the local feature. A diagram of the functioning of the Hough transform block can be seen in Fig.2. This block can
be integrated in several locations of the code to allow for specific tuning of the global LCNN algorithm.

The algorithm, trained and tested on the Wireframe and York Urban datasets, is initially intended for edge detection in
buildings and interior images, and can be used for automatic orientation of smart objects. In order to tune the algorithm
to our own situation, namely the detection of traces in astronomical images, it is necessary to create our own dataset
for training the neural network and 224 VST (Very Large Telescope Survey Telescope) mosaics, corresponding to
7168 individual images, were therefore annotated and prepared for this purpose. Three methods will be evaluated in
the next chapter: the pre-trained algorithm with the weights and biases directly given by the authors, after training on
the Wireframe and York Urban datasets, the training of the algorithm on our VST dataset only and finally the training
on the VST dataset from the algorithm pre-trained on the Wireframe and York Urban datasets, thus allowing to keep
the features already learned by the neural network while fine tuning on the data specific to the case studied.
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Fig. 1: Flowchart of the Hough transform method. Adapted from Yann Bouquet.

Fig. 2: Flowchart of the Hough transform block in the machine learning method. Adapted from [39].
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2.3 Data

In order to test the detection capabilities of the algorithms, they have been tested on the images of the VST, mentioned
briefly above, chosen on the one hand for their easy access, the LASTRO having a privileged access for a part of the
images and the remainder being public, and on the other hand because the VST possesses an enormous quantity of
archived images, corresponding to more than 10 years of regular observations and several hundreds of terabytes of
data, allowing an analysis of the evolution of the populations of satellites and space debris over this period. The test
set contains 92 mosaics, each containing 32 individual images (of 8MP each) of the night sky. The same test set has
been used for the assessment of all the algorithms and the images where not included in the training set of the machine
learning algorithms, nor have been used for the tuning of the parameters of the Hough transform method.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Hough transform method

The analysis of the test set using the Hough transform method allowed the detection of 45 objects with up to 4 traces
per mosaic. An example of detection can be seen in Figure 3. About 80% of the tracks detected were indeed satellites
or space debris, while 20% were found to be false positives, i.e. tracks were detected but turned out not to be satellite
or debris marks, while a little more than 10% of the tracks actually present were not detected by the algorithm (false
negatives).

Fig. 3: Example of a detection with the Hough transform method.

During this analysis the advantages and drawbacks of the method could clearly be highlighted. Thanks to the relative
simplicity of the code, it is possible to understand the impact of each component of the detection system and to
modify them independently, allowing a fine adaptation of the process to the type of image analyzed. However, this
simplicity also becomes a drawback when the satellite and space debris tracks are too different from each other. Thus,
we noticed during the analysis that the most visible traces are almost systematically detected, whereas the traces of
lower intensity, having a more diffuse form because of the focus of the image, too short or contaminated by elements
of the image which are difficult to remove during the processing, are not detected. An example of this duality is the
detection threshold set at 200 pixels in length for a line perceived by the algorithm to be retained as a satellite track.
Indeed, a higher threshold would generate too many false negatives, i.e. light traces coming from the passage of a
satellite or debris would not be detected, while a lower threshold has shown that many diffraction spikes coming from
the brightest stars are too often classified as satellite traces, leading to a large number of false positives. Although
the threshold of 200 pixels has been optimized, it does not allow the correct classification of all instances and the
algorithm, overall, lacks flexibility and adaptability to the different cases that may be encountered.
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Another important element to consider for the qualitative analysis of the algorithm is the processing time. In the case
of the Hough transform method, this time amounts to about 15 minutes for the detection of traces in one mosaic,
consisting of 32 individual images. This processing time, although it can be reduced by a more efficient rewriting of
the code, remains too high since the pipeline developed should in the future be used on the entire VST archive as well
as images from other wide-field telescopes.

3.2 Machine learning method

The three versions of our machine learning method have been used on the test set described earlier and some example
results can be seen in Fig.4, 5 and 6. The pre-trained model whose weights and biases were provided by the authors
[39] following the training on Wireframe and York Urban datasets allowed the detection of almost all satellite and
space debris tracks, while having a high number of false positives as can be seen on Fig.4. This behavior is quite
understandable given that the algorithm has been trained to detect dozens or even hundreds of lines in a single image
and that our images only require the detection of a few lines. The algorithm therefore detects many lines especially
on the edges of the image, bad columns and other defects and diffraction peaks of bright stars, while being extremely
efficient for the detection of satellite tracks and space debris.

Fig. 4: Example of a detection with the HT-LCNN method, using the pre-trained (on the Wireframe and York Urban
datasets) model provided by the authors.

The neural models trained with our own images, exclusively or from the pre-trained model, give instead surprising
and rather disappointing results. Indeed, as can be seen in Fig.5 and 6, neither of the two models is able to correctly
detect the traces of satellites and space debris and the two lines visible on each of the figures are found identically
on all the images tested. Several hypotheses are possible to explain this behavior. First, as explained above, the HT-
LCNN algorithm was developed and optimized for the detection of a multitude of tracks in a single image, and both
the architecture and the training should be adapted to better take into account the specificities of astronomical images,
including the extremely small number of lines per image. Another possibility of improvement could be at the level of
the training. Indeed, in order to be as close as possible to reality, the images of the training set have been randomly
selected and included independently of the presence of tracks or not, and it would perhaps be judicious to test a training
of the model with only images containing tracks. However, care should be taken to ensure that the model is still able
to detect no tracks when this is the case and not detect tracks that are not satellites as with the pre-trained model.

The algorithms used required about two days of training on a single GPU, and the time required to process the images
with the trained algorithms is about 6 minutes per mosaic, which already represents half the time needed to analyze
the images compared to the Hough transform method.
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Fig. 5: Example of a detection with the HT-LCNN method, using the model trained exclusively on our dataset.

Fig. 6: Example of a detection with the HT-LCNN method, using the model trained on our dataset from the pre-trained
model provided by the authors.

4. CONCLUSION

We have seen in the previous chapters that different methods can be used for the detection of satellite and space
debris tracks in astronomical images, two of which have been tested in the present work: an algorithm based on the
Hough transform and a neural network. The results of the Hough transform method, although relatively good, are
not sufficient for a reliable systematic analysis of the space objects present on the astronomical images and in spite of
multiple efforts to improve the process, the margin of improvement seems relatively weak. On the other hand, there
is no doubt that machine learning techniques are promising, especially for the detection of traces with various shapes
and light intensities and in order to discard as precisely as possible the artifacts and other elements of the image that
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can disturb the detection. However, they require a particular attention that will have to be reinforced during the next
months in order to optimize their use in our research domain. Once the detection of the light streaks is functional,
they will be correlated with the existing satellite and space debris catalogs in an automatic way, in order to be able to
identify errors in the orbit predictions, missing data or even objects not listed. This collected information can, after
verification, be reused in the same catalogs to increase their accuracy and completeness.

We hope to develop an efficient detection pipeline that can be used not only on the VST archive but also on the archives
of other wide-field telescopes, all of which contain essential information on the status of satellites and space debris
that has been little used so far. The analysis of astronomical images in archives dating back several years will also
make it possible to deduce an evolution of the populations of space debris and satellites, making it possible to correlate
the collected data with our current knowledge of the close space environment. Statistics related to the location of the
telescopes used to take the images will also be made, especially concerning the impact of the traces of satellites and
space debris on the capture of images for astronomical research, a subject all the more important as large constellations
of satellites are being set up since a few years and the population of space debris does not cease growing.
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